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N - NEW EDUCATIONAL PARADIGMS

- Question: Where are the opportunities for truly novel approaches to learning?
- Expand: Which skills are going to be our new priority to teach and why?
- Resource for review: What Skills Should Students Learn in an AI-Powered World?

E - ENSURING EQUITABLE AI

- Question: It's essential that teachers receive training not only in how to use AI tools but also in comprehending their potential impacts. How will this professional learning connect to existing goals?
- Expand: How is AI Literacy organically connected to media and information literacy?
- Resource for review: Teaching AI literacy: how to begin

A - AI ACUMEN

- Question: What key concepts about AI do we need to prioritize understanding?
- Expand: Which case studies about the deployment of AI that link to the Sustainable Development Goals can we discuss today?
- Resource for review: AI for Sustainable Development Goals

S - SUSTAINING THE CONVERSATION IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

- Question: As leaders what can we do to better understand the concerns and worries of our community?
- Expand: What do we already know about the impact of new technologies that is worth thinking about again now?
- Resource for review: Worried About AI?

C - COMMUNITY-CENTRIC LEARNING

- Question: How can we involve the wider school community in learning together?
- Expand: What do we need to know about the shifting nature of attitudes towards AI?
- Resource for review: Pew Research Nov. 2023